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We first build a minimal model of vectorlike quarks where the dominant Higgs boson production
process at LHC—the gluon fusion—can be significantly suppressed, being motivated by the recent
stringent constraints from the search for direct Higgs production over a wide Higgs mass range. Within
this model, compatible with the present experimental constraints on direct Higgs searches, we demon-
strate that the Higgs (h) production via a heavy vectorlike top-partner (t2) decay, pp! t2 t2, t2 ! th,
allows to discover a Higgs boson at the LHC and measure its mass, through the decay channels h!  or
h! ZZ. We also comment on the recent hint in LHC data from a possible125 GeV Higgs scalar, in the
presence of heavy vectorlike top quarks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the primary goals of the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) is the direct search for the cornerstone of the
standard model (SM), namely, the Higgs boson, or for
any signal from alternative electroweak symmetry break-
ing (EWSB) mechanisms. The SM is probably not the
ultimate model of nature. It is clear that new channels for
Higgs production, that can arise in extensions of the SM,
would have profound impact on the discovery of a Higgs
boson, while providing insight in the physics beyond the
SM. An attractive possibility is the Higgs production in
decays of additional heavy colored particles that can be
copiously pair produced at the LHC via strong interactions.
Within well-motivated theories beyond the SM, there are
some candidates for such new heavy colored states, extra
quarks with vectorlike couplings, whose existence is pre-
dicted by most of the alternatives to supersymmetry. In this
context, to maintain a naturally light Higgs boson, diver-
gent quantum corrections from loops of the top quark are
often canceled by top-partner contributions [1–3]. Let us
describe important examples here. In the so-called little
Higgs scenarios, the vectorlike quarks arise as partners
of the SM fields being promoted to larger multiplets.
In the composite Higgs [4–8] and composite top [4–9]
models, the vectorlike quarks are excited resonances of
the bounded states constituting the SM particles. In the
extra-dimensional models with (SM) quarks in the bulk,
the vectorlike quarks are prevalent as Kaluza-Klein (KK)
excitations of those bulk fields [10] like in the gauge-Higgs
unification mechanism (see e.g. Ref. [11,12]) or in the
Randall-Sundrum (RS) scenario [13–15]—where some of
those KK excitations, the so-called custodians, can be as
light as a few hundreds of GeV [16–21]. Another example
is a gauge coupling unification theory where vectorlike
quarks are embedded into the simplest SU(5) representa-
tions [22].
Vectorlike quarks with the same electric charge as the
up-type quarks are often called top partners (noted t0) as
these new heavy states mix in general predominantly with
the top quark—due to the large top mass and to the related
feature that the top quark is in general more intimately
connected to ultraviolet physics, like e.g. in composite
Higgs models. A t0 can also be called a top partner in the
sense that it is contained in the same group representation
as the top quark with respect to symmetries, like the
approximate global symmetry of the little Higgs models
[1–3], the gauge unification symmetry [22] or the custodial
symmetry of RS versions with bulk matter [16–21] (ex-
plaining the SM fermion mass hierarchies [23–39]).
At this level, one must mention that the phenomenology
of the search for direct production of vectorlike quarks at
the LHC has been studied from a model-independent point
of view in Refs. [40–45] but also in specific frameworks
such as the little Higgs models (versions sufficiently safe
from EW precision constraints) [46–50] or the composite
Higgs hypothesis [51,52] and the dual RS context [11,53–
58]. These past searches focus generally on the discovery
of the vectorlike quarks, rather than using these extra
quarks to enhance the discovery and identification poten-
tial for other unknown particles such as Higgs scalars.
In relation to Higgs detection, there exist studies utiliz-
ing the possible Higgs production through vectorlike quark
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decays, as described in the following. Indeed, it is well-
known since some time [59,60] that vectorlike quark pro-
duction could be a copious source of Higgs bosons (a
possible Higgs factory). Relatively light Higgs bosons
produced from the decay of top partners can be highly
boosted and good candidates for analyses based on jet
substructure. This method has been applied [61] for a
130 GeV Higgs decaying to b b at the 14 TeV LHC to
improve the Higgs identification capability and reduce the
background. In the simple model considered there, the t0 is
a singlet under the SUð2ÞL gauge group, which determines
the t0 couplings and its tree level decays into the Higgs
boson and the two EW gauge bosons t0 ! th, t0 ! tZ, t0 !
bW. The top partner can also be singly produced which
leads to different final states as compared to the pair
production; because of the phase space suppression, the
single production becomes competitive with the pair pro-
duction at a high t0 mass, depending upon the considered
model (since the involved t0 couplings to h, Z0, W are
fixed by the t0 quantum numbers) [62]. The reconstruction
of the Higgs boson produced in the t0 decay, itself singly
produced at the 14 TeV LHC, was studied in Ref. [63]
assuming the Higgs mass known (to be 12 GeV) and
focusing on the channel h! b b—with the combinatorial
background only. This was performed for a singlet t0 in
the ‘‘Littlest Higgs’’ model with the asymptotic branch-
ing ratio values of the high mt0 regime: Bt0!th ¼ 25%,
Bt0!tZ ¼ 25%, Bt0!bW ¼ 50% (from the EW equivalence
theorem). Similarly, a vectorlike colored b0 state produced
at the 14 TeV LHC can act as a Higgs factory thanks to its
decay b0 ! bh. It was shown [22] that a Higgs mass
reconstruction can be obtained with a limited accuracy,
concentrating on the decay h! WW (W ! l) for mh ¼
200 GeV and assuming themb0 value to be deduced from a
preliminary analysis based on the more appropriate chan-
nel b0 ! bZ. Theoretically, the b0 was originating from the
upper component of a SUð2ÞL doublet so there was no
significant channel b0 ! tW. Higgs mass reconstructions
via t0 and b0 decays were also studied for the 14 TeV LHC,
based on a light Higgs decaying to b b in the basic models
with a unique extra t0 and/or a unique extra b0 [44].
In the present paper, we use the pair production and
decay of a vectorlike top to develop new search strategies
for Higgs boson discovery and mass measurements in the
h!  (diphoton) and h! ZZ channels. We consider t0
masses up to 800 GeV, so that the t0 single productions
(involving a model-dependent coupling) are generally sub-
leading compared to the t0 pair production not yet signifi-
cantly suppressed by phase space factors [64]. The original
theoretical and illustrative model considered here, includ-
ing two top partners, is constructed to allow interesting
interpretations correlating the indirect (via vectorlike top
decay) and direct Higgs production searches at the LHC, as
described in the following. A few characteristic parameter
sets—with vectorlike top mass in the range between400
and 800 GeV—are chosen as benchmark points avoiding
too large t0 contributions to the Higgs rates (constrained by
present LHC data) and simultaneously allowing for signifi-
cant branching fraction values ( * 10%) of the vectorlike
top decay to the Higgs boson. Assuming the presence at
low-energy scales only of extra vectorlike quark multiplets
containing some t0, we have elaborated a minimal model
allowing to strongly suppress the Higgs production via
gluon fusion, as compared to the SM. In this simple but
nontrivial model, the gg! h cross section suppression
factor possibly reaches values below 101 at hadron col-
liders; this is to be put in contrast with the t0 representations
taken usually in the RS scenario [21,65–69] and with
minimal supersymmetric theories for which such a suppres-
sion is not possible to obtain (see respectively Ref. [21,65]
and Ref. [74]). The chiral case of a fourth quark generation
can even only increase considerably the gluon fusion rate.
The illustrative minimal t0 model suggested here is inter-
esting in the sense that it can easily lead to the following
interpretations: for example, a 255 GeV Higgs is excluded
in the SM by the present LHC results [75,76] but can still
exist in the above minimal SM extension with t0 where the
reduced Higgs production cross section can be below the
LHC upper limits. In other words, the Higgs boson would
really be light but not detectable with the present luminos-
ity/energy, via conventional channels. A channel that could
then allow the Higgs discovery would be through the t0 pair
production and decays, as illustrated in this paper. Another
possibility is that the slight excess of events observed in
data for a Higgs mass hypothesis of 125 GeV [77,78] is
confirmed by the 2012 searches at the LHC. Then the
measured Higgs production cross section times branching
ratios could certainly be reproduced by the present t0model,
given the parameter freedom in this model and its capability
of inducing large Higgs rate corrections of both signs. Then
investigating this additional Higgs production channel as
the t0 decay, as discussed here, would of course be relevant,
in particular, to confirm the Higgs existence. Finally, in the
case of a signal from a heavy Higgs, say above 500 GeV
[79] as we will consider here, the same fit of Higgs data
would be instructive as a test of the present t0 model and
similarly the t0 decay should be considered as a comple-
mentary channel of Higgs production.
II. THE THEORETICAL MODEL
At low scale, let us assume the presence of a unique
additional vectorlike quark multiplet including a t0 compo-
nent. Then, irrespective of the representation of this mul-
tiplet under the SUð2ÞL gauge group (i.e. the t0 belongs to a
singlet, doublet, . . .), the interferences between the next
heavier top mass eigenstate t2 (composed of t, t
0, t00) and
the t1 (  the physical top quark whose mass is measured)
contributions [80] to the triangular loop of the gluon-gluon
fusion mechanism will be systematically constructive. This
is due to the fact that the physical signs of the Yukawa
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coupling and mass insertion involved in this loop—two
chirality flips are necessary—will be systematically iden-
tical giving rise to a positive product (for t1 as well as for
t2). Hence, the cross section of the gluon fusion mechanism
may be increased or slightly decreased (because of a
possible t Yukawa coupling reduction) relatively to the
SM case. To get the minimal scenario with only additional
vectorlike quark multiplets including t0 components able to
strongly suppress the gluon fusion, one needs to introduce
a first top partner t0 in a SUð2ÞL doublet as well as a second
top partner t00 in a gauge singlet. For simplification, we do
not consider the doublet including a b0 [81] that would also
be exchanged in the triangular loop. So we end up with the
doublet ðq5=3; t0Þ, q5=3 being an exotic quark with electric
charge 5=3 and without self-Yukawa coupling (in turn no
possible loop exchange). Indeed, with this field content, all
the possible generic mass terms and Yukawa couplings
appearing in the Lagrangian are,
LYuk ¼ Y
t
b
 !
L
HytcR þ Y0
q5=3
t0
 !
L
HtcR
þ Y00 q5=3
t0
 !
L=R
Ht00R=L þ ~Y
t
b
 !
L
Hyt00R
þ Yb
t
b
 !
L
HbcR þmt00LtcR þm0
q5=3
t0
 !
L
q5=3
t0
 !
R
þm00 t00Lt00R þ H:c: (1)
where H represents the SM Higgs doublet and L=R the
fermion chiralities. By construction, the vectorlike quarks
possess same quantum numbers and gauge group represen-
tations for the left-handed and right-handed states. We have
not written the Yukawa couplings for the first two quark
generations as their mixings with the top partners t0, t00 are
negligible compared to the t-t0-t00 mixing and the CKM
mixing angles are typically small, so that the first two quark
generations are decoupled from b, t, t0, t00. Note that a field
redefinition rotating tcR and t
00
R can allow to eliminate the m
term without loss of generality. A last remark is that the Y00
term could be split in two terms with different chiralities
and coupling constants. The Lagrangian (1) gives rise, after
EWSB, to this top mass matrix:
Lmass ¼
t
t0
t00
0
BB@
1
CCA
L
Yv 0 ~Yv
Y0v m0 Y00v
m Y00v m00
0
BB@
1
CCA
tc
t0
t00
0
BB@
1
CCA
R
þ H:c: (2)
with v ’ 174 GeV the SM vacuum expectation value of the
Higgs boson. In our notations of Eq. (2), the parameters Y,
Y0, Y00 and ~Y contain the whole sign (i.e. the combination of
the SUð2ÞL contraction signs and Yukawa coupling con-
stant signs). Note that vectorlike fermions do not require
EWSB to acquire mass. The nontrivial consequence of the
present t0, t00 charge assignment choice is the presence
of Yukawa terms in the block diagonal matrix of
Eq. (2) associated to the top partners [82] (such Yukawa
matrix elements would be absent in the first case of a unique
top partner). This feature of the mass structure allows
strong suppressions of the gluon fusion mechanism. In
particular, the own top-partner ðt0; t00Þ Yukawa coupling
(Y00) sign can be chosen independently of the top (t)
Yukawa coupling (Y) sign in order to generate destructive
interferences between the top and top-partner loops.
III. t2 RATES AND DIRECT CONSTRAINTS
We consider here the model described in the previous
section, where t0, t00 denote the states in the interaction
basis while t1, t2, and t3 stand for the mass eigenstates, with
mt3 >mt2 >mt1 , t1 being the standard top quark and mt1
its physical mass. We concentrate on the phenomenology
of the next-to-lightest top mass eigenstate t2; the t3 eigen-
state production is subdominant given its larger mass. In a
second stage, one could add the contributions to the Higgs
production from the t3 decays like t3 ! t1h or t3 ! t2Z.
In Table I, we define our benchmark points by the values
of the fundamental parameters—including the Higgs mass
mh—and the corresponding mt2 , mt3 values. These sets of
parameters are selected, in particular, to have a large
branching fraction Bt2!t1h enhancing the studied Higgs
signal. Note that in the minimal model with a unique
doublet ðq5=3; t0Þ, Bt2!bW is negligible compared to
Bt2!t1h and Bt2!t1Z [44]. For none of the considered bench-
mark points, the channel t2 ! q5=3W is open. Table I also
provides the theoretical t2 widths and the t2t2 cross sec-
tions for the t2 pair production at LHC computed with the
HATHOR program [85] at NNLO. As a comparison, we give
also in Table I the expected SM cross sections [86] for
Higgs production via gluon fusion, SMgg!h. It is physically
important to note that the branching ratios Bt2!t1h and
Bt2!t1Z are not vanishing in contrast with the case of a
fourth-generation t0 quark so that the observation of such
decays (discussed in Sec. VI) would even prove the vector-
like nature of a heavy toplike quark.
Table I presents finally the CMS constraints on the
observables t2t2B
2
t2 derived from the search for pair pro-
duction of a heavy toplike quark [75,83,84] (present
bounds from ATLAS are less stringent [76,87]). It appears
that the corresponding theoretical values, predicted in the
models considered here, respect those experimental limits
for mt2 as low as 400 GeV [88]. Increasing theoretically
Bt2!t1h, and consequently lowering Bt2!t1Z and Bt2!bW , is
allowed within these constraints.
Because of these lower limits on mt2 typically around
400 GeV, the t2 pair production suffers from a significant
phase space suppression so that the whole rate for a single
Higgs production through the t2 decay is smaller than for
the standard gluon fusion mechanism; there is e.g. a factor
of 10 for point A1 at 14 TeV, as shown the Table I.
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However, the number of Higgs events issued from the t2
decay can be significant at 14 TeV with suitable luminos-
ities. This Higgs production channel can thus be an inter-
esting Higgs boson (and t2) discovery channel, among
others, and especially in cases where the gluon fusion
mechanism is suppressed by the presence of t0, t00 states,
as it occurs for instance with point B (see Table I).
IV. CONSTRAINTS FROM THE DIRECT
HIGGS BOSON SEARCH
Sets A1/A2—At mh ¼ 125 GeV, all the sensitive chan-
nels for searching the Higgs boson at hadron colliders are
the decays h! , h! WW (with W ! ‘), h! ZZ
(with Z! ‘ ‘), h!   and h! b b. The latest bounds on
the Higgs boson rates obtained at the LHC read as
gg!hBh!=SMgg!hB
SM
h! & 2, gg!hBh!WW=
SM
gg!h
BSMh!WW & 1:30, gg!hBh!ZZ=
SM
gg!hB
SM
h!ZZ & 2:2,
gg!hBh!=SMgg!hB
SM
h! & 3:2 and gg!hBh!bb=
SMgg!hB
SM
h!bb & 3:2 [75–78,89,90]. These bounds are
compatible with the rates calculated taking into account
the t t0  t00 mixing effect on the top-quark Yukawa
coupling as well as the t2 and t3 eigenstate contributions
in the triangular loop of the gluon fusion mechanism, for
our parameter sets A1/A2. This parameter set yields indeed
t
0
gg!hB
t0
h!=
SM
gg!hB
SM
h! ¼ 1:16ð1:19Þ;
t
0
gg!hB
t0
h!WW=
SM
gg!hB
SM
h!WW ¼ 1:25ð1:28Þ
(3)
t
0
gg!hB
t0
h!ZZ=
SM
gg!hB
SM
h!ZZ ¼ 1:25ð1:28Þ;
t
0
gg!hB
t0
h!=
SM
gg!hB
SM
h! ¼ 1:25ð1:28Þ
(4)
t
0
gg!hB
t0
h!bb=
SM
gg!hB
SM
h!bb¼1:25ð1:28Þ ½A1ð½A2Þ (5)
TABLE I. Benchmark scenarios in the present t0, t00 model, defined by the values of the fundamental parameters, including the Higgs
mass, mh, and the resulting mt2 and mt3 physical masses of the heavy toplike quarks. The cross sections at next-to-next-to-leading
order, t2t2 , for the pp! t2t2 process, are shown at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 7 TeV or 14 TeV, together with the t2 widths t2 and the t2 branching
fraction values. For comparison, the SM Higgs production cross section values via gluon fusion are also given, together with the ratio
t
0
gg!h=
SM
gg!h, between the gluon fusion cross section in the present model and in the SM. Furthermore, the next-to-leading-order
cross sections for Higgs production in association with a tt pair, t
0
t1t1h
, in the present model, are shown for comparison with the t2t2
cross sections [the t
0
t1t1h
values are too small to contribute to the signal, analyzed in this paper, from t2t2 production, with t2 ! th
decay]. Finally, the LHC upper limits and theoretical predictions for the observables t2t2B
2
t2!bW , t2t2B
2
t2!t1Z are shown just above the
last line (the crosses indicate the absence of experimental limit at the associated mt2 values). In the last line the values of the oblique
parameters S and T are given [after subtraction of the SM contributions to include only new physics effects]. For the point A1 (A2), we
have used the indicated Y00 value for the t00R coupling and Y00 ¼ 0:3 ( 1:75) for the t00L vertex.
Parameter set A1 A2 B C D
Y= ~Y 1:43=2 1:02= 0:1 1:15=0:4 1:12= 0:5 1:05= 0:3
Y0=Y00 1:85= 1 1=0:55 1:5=1:6 1:1=1:65 1:7=1:9
m=m0 (GeV) 0=370 0=675 0=770 0=810 80=1100
m00 (GeV) 510 645 980 850 1100
mt3 (GeV) 722 804 1181 1125 1454
mt2 (GeV) 403 599 626 572 788
mh (GeV) 125 125 255 320 540
SMgg!h (pb) @ 7 TeV 15.31 15.31 3.18 2.25 0.58
SMgg!h (pb) @ 14 TeV 49.85 49.85 13.50 10.59 3.85
t
0
gg!h=
SM
gg!h 1.27 1.31 0.45 0.40 0.65
t
0
t1t1h
(pb) @ 7 TeV 0.0194 0.0760 0.0037 0.0016 7 104
t
0
t1t1h
(pb) @ 14 TeV 0.138 0.539 0.036 0.021 0.015
t2t2 (pb) @ 7 TeV 1.361 0.0936 0.0709 0.1360 0.0115
t2t2 (pb) @ 14 TeV 13.53 1.465 1.164 1.975 0.284
Bt2!t1hð%Þ 62.6 82.1 60.8 13.5 43.0
Bt2!t1Zð%Þ 28.6 14.7 25.0 46.1 40.3
Bt2!bWð%Þ 8.8 3.2 14.2 40.4 16.6
t2 (GeV) 4.4 3.5 19.8 6.5 8.8
t2t2B
2
t2!bW (pb) 0.01 9 10
5 0.001 0.022 0.000(3)
LHC bound [83] <0:26 <0:14 <0:14 <0:16 
t2t2B
2
t2!t1Z (pb) 0.11 0.002 0.004 0.029 0.002
LHC bound [84] <0:5 <0:4 <0:4 <0:4 
S=T 0:05=0:05 0:03=0:03 0:01=0:23 0:01=0:30 0:01=0:28
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The cross section for the Higgs production is enhanced,
t
0
gg!h=
SM
gg!h ¼ 1:27½A1ð1:31½A2Þ;
due to the combination of two possible effects: the increase
of the t1 Yukawa coupling and the constructive interfer-
ences between the t1 contribution and the t2, t3 ones. In
contrast, the branching fraction for the decay channel into
diphoton is slightly decreased,
Bt
0
h!=B
SM
h! ¼ 0:91½A1ð0:90½A2Þ:
But the resulting product t
0
gg!hB
t0
h! is increased rela-
tively to the SM case as shown in Eq. (3). Such an in-
creased value of the observable gg!hBh!, induced here
by the presence of t0 quarks (cf. Eq. (3)), could be indicated
by the slight excess in the ATLAS [76,77,89,90] and CMS
[75,78,89] data corresponding to a possible 125 GeV
Higgs signal in the diphoton channel. All the values of
the quantities, t
0
gg!hB
t0
h!=
SM
gg!hB
SM
h!, 
t0
gg!hB
t0
h!WW=
SMgg!hB
SM
h!WW , 
t0
gg!hB
t0
h!ZZ=
SM
gg!hB
SM
h!ZZ, 
t0
gg!hB
t0
h!=
SMgg!hB
SM
h! and
t0
gg!hB
t0
h!bb=
SM
gg!hB
SM
h!bb, in Eq. (3)–(5)
, are also compatible with the CMS and ATLAS best-fit
values whose central value, from the combination of all
search channels, is of 1:22þ0:310:39 [78] (for a Higgs mass
hypothesis of 124 GeV) [91] and 0:90þ0:400:37 [90] (for a
Higgs mass hypothesis of 126 GeV), respectively [93]. It
is also interesting to note that the present theoretical model
allows for either an increase of t
0
gg!h compared to the SM,
as here for A1/A2, or a decrease as with the parameter sets
in the following.
Sets B, C—For these sets of parameters where mh ¼
255 GeV or 320 GeV, all the Higgs decays have negligible
widths relatively to the dominant channels h! ZZ and
h! WW, as in the SM case. Hence the branching frac-
tions Bh!ZZ and Bh!WW remain unchanged in the present
model with vectorlike top quarks where only the decay
widths for h! tt, h! gg, h!  and h! Z are
modified. In consequence, the experimental limits on
gg!h=SMgg!h & 0:45 (0.40) [for mh ’ 255 ð320Þ GeV]
issued from the LHC combined investigations using the
h! ZZ, WW channels exclusively [75–78,89,90] can be
applied directly to our framework where one gets
t
0
gg!h=
SM
gg!h ¼ 0:45½B; 0:40½C (6)
which does not conflict with the above LHC limits. Note
that for the point C,t
0
gg!h is strongly reduced compared to
SM. A factor 1=10 could even be achieved in the present
theoretical model but variants of the multiplet choice (non-
minimal in term of field content), allowing coupling cor-
rection cancellations, should then be used instead to pass
the indirect constraints discussed in Sec. V.
Set D—Formh ¼ 540 GeV, the Higgs boson is searched
only through its decays into ZZ and WW. The strongest
bounds on the Higgs rates from the LHC read as
gg!hBh!ZZ=SMgg!hB
SM
h!ZZ & 0:90 and gg!hBh!WW=
SMgg!hB
SM
h!WW & 1:45 [75–78,89,90]. These upper limits
are clearly in good agreement with the rates calculated in
the presence of the t0 and t00 states (that modifies Bh!tt) for
the set D, namely,
t
0
gg!hB
t0
h!ZZ=
SM
gg!hB
SM
h!ZZ ¼ 0:69
t
0
gg!hB
t0
h!WW=
SM
gg!hB
SM
h!WW ¼ 0:69
(7)
where
Bt
0
h!ZZ=B
SM
h!ZZ ¼ 1:06 Bt0h!WW=BSMh!WW ¼ 1:06½D:
V. THE INDIRECT CONSTRAINTS
AND OBLIQUE PARAMETERS
Given the absence of precise measurement for the Ztt
vertex (coupling directly modified by the t t0  t00 mix-
ing), the main indirect constraints to the present model
come from the corrections to the gauge boson vacuum
polarizations induced by the loops of q5=3, t
0, t00 states.
The values of the oblique parameters S, T that we obtain,
according to the preliminary calculations of Ref. [94,95],
are given in Table I. They appear to belong to the 1
regions induced by the long list of EW precision observ-
ables measured mainly at the LEP collider [96]. Remark
that the input parameters of Table I (i.e. the theoretical
values in the first four lines) have been chosen to fix a panel
of characteristic benchmark points for mt2 that pass the
indirect constraints as well as the bounds from direct Higgs
search described in previous section; however those two
types of constraints allow large domains of the parameter
space (varying also mh). The precise setting of the Y
coupling reflects mainly the experimental precision on
the top-quark mass measurement (and not any fine-tuning).
The t0, t00 states could contribute to flavor changing
neutral current reactions which are experimentally well-
constrained; from the theoretical point of view, these flavor
changing neutral current contributions rely precisely on the
whole set of Yukawa coupling constants for the entire
quark sector. The treatment of such an high degree of
freedom in the parameter space is beyond the scope of
the present study.
Finally, given the relative heaviness of the t2 quark, we
have checked that the predicted value for the Vtb CKM
matrix element is in agreement with the experimental
measurement close to unity obtained (without assuming
3 3 unitarity) through the single top-quark production
cross section at Tevatron [96].
VI. HIGGS SIGNAL RECONSTRUCTION
IN t2t2 ! th þ X EVENTS
We have studied the sensitivity at the LHC with
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼
14 TeV of a search for pp! t2 t2 production, with one of
the t2 decaying to th, and the other decaying to bW or tZ or
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th, resulting into thbW, thtZ and thth final states, respec-
tively. For a best sensitivity and in order to measure the
Higgs mass precisely, we have exploited the Higgs decay
channel into ZZ to four charged leptons for the signals with
Higgs mass above 200 GeV (points B, C, D) while the
Higgs decay into two photons is considered for the signals
with a Higgs mass of 125 GeV (sets A1 and A2).
For the signal event generation, we have implemented
the couplings of our t2 model in FEYNRULES [97,98] inter-
faced with MADGRAPH [99] for the Monte Carlo genera-
tion, PYTHIA [100] for the hadronization part and DELPHES
[101] for the fast simulation of a typical LHC detector
response. Signal events are generated for the t2 and h
masses corresponding to the parameter sets described in
Table I, for the three final states thbW, thtZ and thth.
Events corresponding to points A1 and A2 are generated
with the Higgs decaying through h! , while for points
B, C and D the h! ZZ decay is retained for the sensitivity
studies described in this section. The main backgrounds
were generated with ALPGEN [102] interfaced to PYTHIA
and DELPHES, as for the signal events. Physics objects used
for the analysis (photons, leptons and jets) were defined
emulating the requirements used in real CMS Higgs
searches in the 2011 data. In particular, we followed
closely the physics object definition as for the real data
7 TeV Higgs analysis in the diphoton channel [103] and in
the four-lepton channel [104].
In the following the quoted number of events and dis-
tributions are normalized to an integrated luminosity of
20 fb1 multiplied by, for the different signal final states,
their expected t2t2 cross section times branching fractions
(hereafter referred to as signal event yield per unit of
integrated luminosity), while, for background processes,
their ALPGEN cross sections are used. The signal event
yield in the different final states depends upon the parame-
ter set under consideration. In Table II, we summarize, for
each parameter set described in Table I, the physical signal
mt2 and mh masses, the t2t2 cross sections, the t2 branch-
ing fractions into bW (Bt2!bW), tZ (Bt2!tZ), th (Bt2!th)
final states, as well as the h branching fractions into  (for
sets A1 and A2) and into ZZ (for sets B, C and D),
reporting the expected SM branching fraction values and
the factor ft
0=SM
h!VV (see Sec. IV) by which it is modified in
the present model. The last three columns of Table II show
the expected signal event yield, for thbW, thtZ and thth
final states, with one Higgs boson decaying via to diphoton
or ZZ final state. They are calculated as follows:
thbWfinal state; YSðh! VVÞ ¼ 2 Bt2!thBt2!bW BSMh!VVft
0=SM
h!VVt2t2
thtZfinal state; YSðh! VVÞ ¼ 2 Bt2!thBt2!tZ BSMh!VVft
0=SM
h!VVt2t2
ththfinal state; YSðh! VVÞ ¼ 2 B2t2!th BSMh!VVft
0=SM
h!VVt2t2 :
For thth events, the event yield is given for events where
one h decays to vector bosons, while the second h decays
inclusively. The signal event yield (in fb) multiplied by the
integrated luminosity (in fb1) results into the numbers of
produced signal events for that luminosity. We note that,
for a chosen Higgs decay, the signal yield depends on both
t2t2 and Bt2!th. Then, for example, in spite of the fact that
t2t2 is larger for point C than B, the signal event yield is
higher for point B than C, because of the larger Bt2!th
value in point B. The background cross sections are listed
in Table III, for the four-lepton search channel, and in
Table IV for the diphoton search channel.
A. Search for t2t2 ! th þ X signal in the
four leptons plus multijets channel
In order to estimate the sensitivity of a search for thbW,
thtZ and thth final states, when the Higgs boson is rela-
tively heavy, as expected for the points B, C and D, with
mh ¼ 255, 320, 540 GeV, respectively, we exploit the
decay channel into four charged leptons h! ZZ! 4l.
TABLE II. Information entering the signal event yield YS calculation. The t2 pair production cross section at 14 TeVand t2 branching
fraction values are from Table I. The ratio ft
0=SM
h!VV ¼ Bt0h!VV=BSMh!VV values are calculated in Sec. IV. The event yield YS, per unit of
integrated luminosity, is given for the different final states t2t2 ! thbW, thtZ, thth and h! , for points A1 and A2, or h! ZZ, for
points B, C, D. For thth events, the event yield is calculated for the case where one h decays to vector bosons, while the second h
decays inclusively. This synoptic table summarizes at once, for convenience, all the relevant numbers useful for the experimental
search.
YSðh! VVÞ (fb)
Parameter set mt2 (GeV) mh (GeV) t2t2 (fb) Bt2!th Bt2!tZ Bt2!bW B
SM
h!VV f
t0=SM
h!VV thbW thtZ thth
Point A1 403 125 1:353 104 0.626 0.286 0.088 2:29 103 0.91 3.11 10.1 22.1
Point A2 599 125 1:465 103 0.821 0.147 0.032 2:29 103 0.90 0.159 0.729 4.07
Point B 626 255 1:164 103 0.608 0.250 0.142 0.298 1.00 59.9 105 256
Point C 572 320 1:975 103 0.135 0.461 0.404 0.309 1.00 66.6 76.0 22.2
Point D 788 540 0:284 103 0.430 0.403 0.166 0.265 1.06 11.4 27.6 29.5
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Signals from thbW, thtZ, thth, h! ZZ! 4l, final states
are characterized by four high transverse momentum lep-
tons, from the Higgs decay, and a large number of energetic
jets, from accompanying top and heavy vector boson
decays.
The event selection, exploiting the large number of high
transverse momentum (pT) leptons and jets, as well as the
b-jet content of the event, consists of the following criteria:
(i) Four leptons (muons or electrons) are required with
transverse momentum pT > 20 GeV and pseudora-
pidity jj< 2:4 or 2.5 for muons or electrons, re-
spectively, and two lepton pairs, each pair with same
flavor but opposite charge leptons. The lepton pair of
highest pT is required to have a dilepton invariant
mass consistent with the Z mass, M2l ¼ MZ 
15 GeV, while the lepton pair with second highest
dilepton pT must have a dilepton invariant mass
M2l > 12 GeV;
(ii) HT > 1000 GeV andNj > 5, withHT being defined
as the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of
identified leptons, photons, jets, and the missing
energy, and Nj being the number of hadronic jets
with pT > 30 GeV and jj< 2:4;
(iii) At least two b-tagged jets in the event.
TABLE III. Cross section and number of expected events after different selection cuts (see text), for an integrated luminosity of
20 fb1 at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV, in the search for thbW, thtZ and thth final states, with h! ZZ, in the four leptons plus multijets channel.
The number of events is given separately for each signal final state (thbW=thtZ=thth) and for each background process. In the four
rightmost columns, S, the total number of signal events (summed over all signal final states), and B, the total number of background
events (summed over all background processes), are given after all selection cuts but the M4l cut, in column ‘‘no M4l cut’’, and after
three differentM4l cut values. The S values for points B, C and D are given on the same lines as indicated in column ‘‘Parameter set’’.
The B values in the column ‘‘noM4l cut’’ are the sum of the individual background contributions as reported in the background column
under ‘‘N2b.’’ The quantity B ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
B
p
is the expected statistical uncertainty on the total number of background events. In the text, the
signal sensitivity is given as the ratio S=B.
Signal: thbW=thtZ=thth, h! ZZ Total signal S, M4l (GeV) cut
Parameter set YS (fb) N4l NNj;HT N2b no M4l cut M4l > 200 >300 >500
Point B 59:9=105=256 8:1=23:7=37:8 5:5=18:0=28:9 3:52=11:5=18:5 33.4 30.4 17.0 4.9
Point C 66:6=76:0=22:2 7:7=15:8=3:1 4:8=11:3=2:2 3:07=7:23=1:41 11.7 10.7 7.4 2.0
Point D 11:4=27:6=29:5 1:5=6:6=4:7 1:1=5:3=3:9 0:70=3:40=2:50 6.6 6.2 5.1 2.7
Background Total background B, M4l (GeV) cut
Process  (fb) N4l NNj;HT N2b no M4l cut M4l > 200 >300 >500
ttþ jets 9:19 105 4680 1480 27.5 35.5 23.5 13.2 6.8
ttb bþ jets 2:50 103 5.60 3.10 2.0 Statistical B, M4l (GeV) cut
ttW þ jets 1:99 102 1.20 0.40 0.036 no M4l cut M4l > 200 >300 >500
ttZþ jets 97.3 25.0 9.5 6.0 6.0 4.9 3.6 2.6
TABLE IV. Cross section and number of expected events after different selection cuts (see text), for an integrated luminosity of
20 fb1 at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV, in the search for thbW, thtZ and thth final states, with h! , in the diphoton plus multijets channel. The
number of events is given separately for each signal final state (thbW=thtZ=thth) and for each background process. In the two
rightmost columns, S, the total number of signal events (summed over all signal final states), and B, the total number of background
events (summed over all background processes), are given after all selection cuts in column ‘‘M2 > 90’’ and within a mass window
M2 2 ½115; 135 GeV in the next column. The S values for points A1 and A2 are given in the same lines as indicated in column
‘‘Parameter set’’. The B values in the column ‘‘M2 > 90’’ are the sum of the individual background contributions as reported in the
background column under ‘‘NNj>8’’. The quantity B ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
B
p
is the expected statistical uncertainty on the total number of background
events. In the text, the signal sensitivity is given as the ratio S=B.
Signal: thbW=thtZ=thth, h!  Total signal S, M2 (GeV) cut
Parameter set YS (fb) N2 NNj>6 NNj>8 M2 > 90 M2 2 ½115; 135
Point A1 3:1=10:1=22:1 5:4=15:4=30:4 4:1=12:7=27:1 1:4=6:2=14:5 22.1 17.7
Point A2 0:16=0:73=4:1 0:34=1:35=6:98 0:27=1:17=6:6 0:10=0:62=3:8 4.5 3.2
Background Total background B, M2 (GeV) cut
Process  (fb) NM2>90 NNj>6 NNj>8 M2 > 90 M2 2 ½115; 135
Wþ jets 450 422 110 19.6 27.8 4.38
ttþ jets 15.5 11.8 11.3 8.18 Statistical B, M2 (GeV) cut
ttWþ jets 0.0678 0.0577 0.0515 0.0272 M2 > 90 M2 2 ½115; 135
5.3 2.1
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The motivation for the HT and Nj cuts is evident from
Fig. 1, showing the HT and Nj distributions after the four-
lepton requirements. The event numbers are shown for an
integrated luminosity L ¼ 20 fb1, with the signal event
numbers multiplied by a factor of 50, for shape compari-
son. Expectations for the signals, by final state, and the
backgrounds processes, after the selection cuts, for an
integrated luminosity of L ¼ 20 fb1, are shown in
Table III, where the following quantities are reported:
(i) YS, the signal event number produced, per unit of
integrated luminosity, given for each signal parame-
ter set and final state under study, as reported in
Table II;
(ii) , the cross sections, as calculated by the ALPGEN
generator, for the background processes included in
the present study;
(iii) N4l, the number of events after four-lepton
requirements;
(iv) NNj;HT , the number of events after the additional
requirements HT > 1000 GeV and Nj > 5;
(v) N2b, the number of events after the additional re-
quirements of two b-tagged jets in the event;
(vi) S and B, the total number of signal (summed over
all signal final states) and background (summed
over all background processes), after a cut on the
reconstructed four-lepton invariant mass,M4l, with
B being the expected uncertainty on the total
number of background events. Here we only con-
sider the statistical uncertainty B ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃBp , but a
more realistic estimation should also include sys-
tematic uncertainties on the number of background
events. Some of the dominant systematic uncertain-
ties are depending on detector effects (for instance
jet energy resolution) and can be best evaluated
with real data. In the following, an estimation of
the signal sensitivity is given as the ratio S=B,
measuring the signal in terms of background stan-
dard deviations.
The need for additional cuts, after the leptons, jets and
HT requirements, is seen in Table III, where the NNj;HT
column shows that after these cuts, a large background,
predominantly from ttþ jets production, is still present.
Further background rejection can be obtained with re-
quirements on the number of b-tagged jets. The motiva-
tion is the following: in tt events the requirement of four
high pT leptons strongly reduces the number of b-taggable
jets. Indeed, in ttþ jets events, while two high pT leptons
are provided by the two leptonic W decay, the additional
two leptons are preferentially resulting from the two b
decays. Thus, applying a b-tagging requirement can re-
duce significantly the tt contribution. In the signal case,
the four leptons come mainly from the h! ZZ! 4l
decay so that there are in average at least two b-taggable
jets in the event, for which a b-tagging requirement can
have high efficiency. Since no detailed b-tagging informa-
tion is presently available in DELPHES, we make use of
known b-tagging and mistagging efficiency values as
measured by LHC experiments (see e.g. Ref. [105]), to
estimate the effect on background and signal of requiring
two b-tagged jets in the event. The probability for a b-jet
to be b-tagged is taken to be b-tag ¼ 0:8 and for a mis-
tagging the probability is mis-tag ¼ 0:05. An event-by-
event weight, that is an estimation of the probability that
two b-jets be identified in the event, is applied to both
background and signal events. The number of expected
events, for signals and backgrounds, resulting from lep-
tons, jets and b-tagging requirement are shown in the
column N2b of Table III.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Distributions of the HT variable and the jet multiplicity Nj after four-lepton requirements. Background and
signal distributions are shown overlaid, to compare the different distribution shapes, with the background normalized to the expected
events for 20 fb1 and the corresponding signal expectation multiplied by a factor of 50.
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The corresponding distributions of the invariant mass of
the four leptons, M4l, for signals and backgrounds are
shown in Fig. 2. The mass peak corresponding to the
generated Higgs mass is reconstructed at the correct mass
value with good resolution (M4l=M4l & 10%). Signal
events, with reconstructed mass significantly lower, or
higher, than the generated Higgs mass value, are in general
events where one lepton from the h! ZZ! 4l decay
does not pass the lepton selection criteria, while another
lepton from an accompanyingW or Z decays is selected to
reconstruct the four-lepton invariant mass. The back-
ground, mainly from the ttþ jets process, is mostly con-
centrated in the M4l region below 200 GeV. Applying a
lower cut on M4l removes a large fraction of the back-
ground and improves the signal significance, as shown in
Table III.
An additional distribution of the variable, M4l3j, is
shown after all but the M4l cuts. This variable can help
estimating directly the mass of the heavy toplike quark. It
is defined as the invariant mass of the system obtained by
associating to the four-lepton momentum direction the
three closest jets (expected to come from the decay of
the accompanying top quark, t! bW,W ! 2 jets), choos-
ing among all the jets in the event those with the smallest
R  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2 þ 2p with respect to the four-lepton mo-
mentum direction. The distributions of M4l3j for signals
and backgrounds are shown in Fig. 2. A broad peak, whose
width is dominated by the jet energy resolution and jet
combinatorics, is observed centered at about the generated
t2 mass value (the t2 physical width is given in Table I) for
the points B and C having larger t2 pair production rates
than for the set D. Therefore, this mass reconstruction
method, together with the four-lepton mass reconstruction,
will give an early indication that a heavy particle has been
produced in the collision and decayed into a Higgs boson
(identified by the four-lepton mass peak) plus three jets.
Another mass reconstruction method, described in the next
section, that exploits the property of the two heavy parti-
cles having equal mass, will give another characterization
of the origin of the observed signal. Ultimately, a kinematic
fit technique (utilized, for instance, in top-quark mass
measurements, see e.g. [106]), to test on an event-by-event
basis the hypothesis that the event results from the produc-
tion of two heavy particles of equal mass (see e.g. [107])—
one of which decays into two particles with known decays
and masses (three jets, with invariant mass around the top
mass, and four leptons, with invariant mass around the
value measured from the four-lepton mass peak, see
Fig. 2)—can be properly applied in real data events,
when the detailed parametrizations of the experimental
resolutions of the physics objects entering the fit can be
obtained from data.
The numbers of signal and background events expected
after all cuts, and for M4l > 200, 300 and 500 GeV, are
shown in the three rightmost columns of Table III together
with the expected statistical background standard deviation
B for the three signal points investigated in this search
channel. We estimate that, for an integrated luminosity of
20 fb1, a signal corresponding to point B is detectable
with a significance S=B 6 (after M4l > 200 GeV cut).
For this benchmark point the Bt2!th branching fraction is
0:6. Then, for similar t2 cross section, t2 mass and hmass
values, a signal could be discovered, with S=B * 5, for
Bt2!th * 0:5. For point C, with Bt2!th  0:1 we obtain a
signal significance S=B 2. A signal significance of five
and above is then obtained for Bt2!th * 0:25. For smaller
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FIG. 2 (color online). Distributions of the four-lepton invariant mass, M4l, and of the reconstructed heavy top-partner mass, M4l3j
(see text), after all selection cuts. Signal and background distributions, normalized to the expected events for 20 fb1, are shown
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Bt2!th values, a larger integrated luminosity, or a more
optimal analysis, would be needed for a signal significance
of five or above. For point D, with Bt2!th  0:4, we obtain
a signal significance S=B 1:4 thus even for maximal
Bt2!th  1 a signal significance of 3:5 is attainable.
Higher integrated luminosity, or higher background rejec-
tion, depending on the Bt2!th value (for Bt2!th  0:4, about
a factor of 10 larger luminosity or background rejection) is
needed for a five-sigma signal significance corresponding
to the D scenario, with a t2 mass of about 800 GeV and a
pair production cross section of about 0.3 pb.
B. Search for t2t2 ! th þ X signal in the
diphoton plus multijets channel
To study the sensitivity of a search for thtZ, thbW and
thth final states, when the Higgs boson is relatively light,
as for points A1 and A2, with mh ¼ 125 GeV, we exploit
the h!  decay channel. As for a light Higgs boson in
the SM, in spite of the relatively small expected Bðh!
Þ value, this is expected to be a channel with good signal
sensitivity, due to the good diphoton mass resolution,
allowing to identify the Higgs mass signal over a back-
ground that can be well-measured in the sidebands.
The background processes considered in this study are
listed in Table IV. To reduce generation time for the
background events, we have applied cuts on ALPGEN-
generated parton quantities, that are looser than the cuts
applied on the reconstructed physics objects. The
generator-level cuts are: photon pT > 20 GeV and jj<
3:0, jet pT > 20 GeV and jj< 2:5, Rj < 0:4, Rl <
0:4, Rjj < 0:4 and Rtt < 0:4. Background cross sec-
tions for these generator-level cuts as calculated by
ALPGEN are listed in Table IV. An additional background
is the þ jets process. A relatively large inclusive di-
photon cross section is expected [108] and is going to be
measured at the LHC, together with the contribution from
fake diphoton pairs. The inclusive diphoton cross section in
the diphoton mass region of interest can be large (order of
pb), but we expect that the large jet multiplicity require-
ment scales down this contribution by at least 3 orders of
magnitude, thus reducing its cross section to few fb. An
additional handle to minimize this background will be the
b-tagging, that can reduce the contribution from light
flavored multijets events by 2 or 3 order of magnitudes
(as discussed in the previous section), while retaining a
large fraction of the signal events containing at least two
b-jets. However, b-tagging will not effectively reduce
backgrounds with t-quark pairs in the final state, as in the
case of ttþ jets process. Thus, conservatively we have
not exploited b-tagging for this analysis of the h! 
channel.
Signals from thbW, thtZ, thth, h! , final states are
characterized by a large number of energetic jets, from top
and heavy vector boson decays, in addition to the two high-
transverse-momentum photons from the Higgs decay. The
event selection consists of the following criteria:
(i) Photons are required to be within jj< 2:5 and
isolated. The isolation requirements imply that,
within a coneR ¼ 0:4 around the photon direction,
the charged particle energy measured in the tracker
is<2:0 GeV, the electromagnetic calorimeter (ecal)
energy in the cone is <4:2 GeV, the hadronic calo-
rimeter (hcal) energy in the cone is <2:2 GeV and
the ratio between the ecal and hcal energy in the cone
is<0:05. Two isolated photons are required, with the
leading photon pT > 45 GeV and the second photon
pT > 30 GeV. The invariant mass of the two pho-
tons is required to be M2 > 90 GeV.
(ii) Hadronic jets are counted if they have pT > 30 GeV
and jj< 2:4. Events are required to have a number
of jets Nj > 6, at preselection, or Nj > 8, for the
final selection, after which the signal sensitivity is
evaluated in a sliding window in the diphoton in-
variant mass M2.
Figure 3 shows the HT and Nj distributions after the after
diphoton requirements, including a diphoton invariant
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FIG. 3 (color online). Distributions of the HT variable and the jet multiplicity Nj after diphoton requirements, including a diphoton
invariant mass cut M2 > 90 GeV.
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mass cut M2 > 90 GeV. The distributions are shown for
an integrated luminosity L ¼ 20 fb1, with the signal
expectation for point A2 multiplied by a factor of 10, for
shape comparison. Because of the relatively light t2 mass
in point A1, an HT > 1000 GeV cut, as applied for points
B, C and D, would reject a significant fraction of this
signal. A lower HT cut would not improve significantly
the signal-over-background ratio after the Nj requirement,
thus no HT cut is applied in this channel. Expectations for
the signals, by final state, and the backgrounds processes,
after the selection cuts, for an integrated luminosity of
L ¼ 20 fb1, are shown in Table IV, where the following
quantities are reported:
(i) YS, the signal event number produced, per unit of
integrated luminosity, given for each signal parame-
ter set and final state under study, as reported in
Table II;
(ii) , the background cross sections, as calculated from
the ALPGEN generator, for the background processes
included in the present study;
(iii) N2, the number of events after diphoton and
M2 > 90 GeV requirements;
(iv) NNj>6 and NNj>8 the number of events after the
additional jet multiplicity cuts;
(v) S and B, the total number of signal (summed over all
signal final states) and background (summed over all
background processes), after a cut M2, with B
being the expected statistical uncertainty (standard
deviation) on the total number of background
events. An estimation of the expected signal sensi-
tivity can then be evaluated as the ratio S=B,
measuring the signal in terms of background stan-
dard deviations.
In virtue of the good diphoton mass resolution ( 1% to
5% for a 110 to 130 GeV Higgs boson, depending on
photon selection criteria) of the detector, a highly discrimi-
nating quantity after selection is the reconstructed diphoton
mass. The diphoton invariant mass distribution for signals
and backgrounds events, after the Nj > 8 requirement, is
shown in Fig. 4. Also shown is the distribution of an addi-
tional variable, Mre nj, that could help estimating the mass
of the heavy toplike quark. This is defined as the invariant
mass of the system of n jets recoiling against the
diphotonþm jets system, where the m jets are the closest
in R to the diphoton direction. The recoiling n jets, with
n ¼ Nj m, are counted to minimize, among all m and n
choices in the event, the difference between the mass of the
diphotonþm jets system and the mass of the recoiling n
jets. The goal of this procedure is to separate the event into
two hemispheres, one identified by the diphotonþm jets
system and the other by the recoiling n jets, with m and n
chosen in such a way that the invariant masses of the
physics objects in the two hemispheres are about the
same (within resolution), as in the case of two heavy
particles decaying in diphoton plus jets, in one hemi-
sphere, and into jets, in the other hemisphere. On the
distributions of Mre nj for signals and backgrounds, after
all but the M2 window cut, shown in Fig. 4, a broad
peak, whose width is dominated by the jet energy reso-
lution, is observed centered at about the generated t2
masses. Hence, this mass reconstruction method will
provide an early indication that two heavy particles of
equal mass have been produced in the event and a first
estimation of the t2 mass. In real data, where the detailed
measurements of the experimental resolutions are avail-
able, kinematic fits can be applied to test the pair pro-
duction and decay hypothesis and possibly to reduce the
uncertainty on the t2 mass estimation.
The total number of signal and background events, after
diphoton and jet multiplicity requirements, with a diphoton
mass in the window between 115 GeVand 135 GeV, is also
given in Table IV. We estimate that for an integrated
luminosity of 20 fb1, a signal, corresponding to the
benchmark point A1, is detectable with a significance
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FIG. 4 (color online). Distributions of the diphoton mass,M2, and of the reconstructed heavy recoil mass,Mre nj (see text), after all
selection cuts. Signal and background distributions, normalized to the expected events for 20 fb1, are shown stacked to indicate their
relative contributions. Signal distributions for points A1 and A2 correspond to a Higgs mass mh ¼ 125 GeV.
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S=B 9. For this benchmark point the Bt2!th  0:6.
Then, for a similar t2 cross section and t2, h mass values,
a signal could still be discovered, with a signal significance
of about or above five, if Bt2!th * 0:3. For point A2, where
the t2t2 is about an order of magnitude lower than in point
A1, while Bt2!th  0:8, the expected signal significance is1:5. Then, to reach a signal significance of five, at least a
factor of 10 larger luminosity, or a better background
rejection, is needed to observe this signal.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown that there exist regions of
the parameter space in beyond SM scenarios, allowed by
present phenomenological and experimental constraints, in
particular, by the direct Higgs searches, where heavy vec-
torlike top partner production at the LHC may give rise to
new Higgs production channels, over a large Higgs mass
range, extending from 120 GeV to more than 500 GeV.
Indeed the SM Higgs mass exclusion, in the range between
130 and 600 GeV, does not hold in these beyond SM
scenarios. In this context, we have also illustrated how the
possible observation of a 125 GeV Higgs signal in the
diphoton channel at LHC, with a cross section larger
than expected in the SM, could be compatible with the
presence of vectorlike heavy quarks.
We have shown that for a variety of characteristic top
partner and Higgs mass values, the expected heavy top pair
production cross sections and decay branching fractions
lead to a signal of Higgs production (from the decay of the
heavy top quark) which could be detectable at the 14 TeV
LHC, with an integrated luminosity between20 fb1 and
200 fb1, over a large Higgs mass range ( 120 GeV to
550 GeV). The good diphoton and four-lepton invariant
mass resolution (& 10%), in spite of the large number of
jets present in the signal events, makes the discovery
possible with moderate luminosity. Finally, we have pro-
posed new mass variables from which the heavy top mass
could be estimated.
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